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Introduction 

This creative writing resource is for teachers investigating the life of Mary, Queen of Scots 

with their pupils.  It aims to  

 support the delivery of the Curriculum for Excellence areas of Literacy and English 

and Social Studies  

 link on going classroom work with a visit to the Palace of Holyroodhouse, but can 

work as a standalone resource 

 provide background information and ideas for classroom activities 

The pack is aimed at teachers but has been written by a children's author in a way that it can be 

read to pupils or copied for them to read independently. 

 

Images 

RCIN (Royal Collection Inventory Numbers) can be found beside each image of an object 

from the Royal Collection.  If you would like to download the image for use in your 

classroom, visit the Collection page at www.royalcollection.org.uk and type the number in. 

 

Visiting the Palace 

Mary, Queen of Scots lived at the Palace during some of the most dramatic years of her life.  

Pupils visiting the Palace will have the opportunity to explore her private chambers and find 

out about her meetings with John Knox, marriages to Lord Darnley and the Earl of Bothwell 

and the brutal murder of her Private Secretary, David Rizzio.   

For details of workshops and tours visit:  

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/learning/schools/edinburgh-school-visits 
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Facts and Figures 

Name: Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots 

Father: James V, King of Scotland 

Mother: Mary of Guise 

Relation to Elizabeth II: 10th great grandmother 

House of: Stewart 

Born: December 7, 1542 at Linlithgow Palace 

Ascended to the throne: December 14, 1542 aged 7 days 

Crowned: September 9, 1543 at Stirling Castle 

Married:(1) Francis II King of France, April 24, 1558 

Married:(2) Henry Stewart, Lord Darnley, July 29, 1565 

Married:(3) James, Earl Bothwell, May 15, 1567 

Children: James VI (James I of England) 

Died: Feb 8, 1587, executed at Fotheringhay Castle, aged 44 years, 2 months, and 2 days 

Buried at: Peterborough Cathedral, removed to Westminster Abbey in 1612 

Succeeded by: her son James VI. He was crowned as James I of England in 1603. 

 

David Rizzio was buried in the Abbey at Holyrood Palace. 

Henry Darnley was buried in the Chapel at Holyrood Palace 

James Bothwell died imprisoned at Dragsholm Castle in Denmark and is buried there.   
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The Story of Mary, Queen of Scots 

Mary’s childhood 

Mary Stuart, known to us all as Mary Queen of Scots, might have been Queen of England 

too. She was a granddaughter of the English King, Henry VII. So was her cousin, Queen 

Elizabeth I. Unlike Elizabeth, Mary was a legitimate heir. Elizabeth had been declared 

illegitimate after the execution of her mother, Anne Boleyn. But Mary was a Catholic at a 

time when England and Scotland were both deciding which was to be the official religion of 

the country. People argued and fought about the problem but finally, Protestantism was 

chosen. It was this religious struggle that was the background to the many troubles that 

Mary faced during her life both as Queen of Scotland and then as prisoner of her cousin in 

England.   

 

Mary was just six days old when her father, James V, died and she became Queen of 

Scotland. When she was nine months old, she was crowned at Stirling, crying loudly all 

through the ceremony. Later, her uncle, Henry VIII decided she should marry his son and 

heir, Edward, Mary’s cousin, but the Scottish lords didn’t trust Henry’s promise that the 

English wouldn’t take over Scotland if the two crowns were united by marriage. Henry 

launched a series of attacks on key Scottish sites including Craigmillar Castle, the Palace of 

Holyroodhouse and the Abbey alongside it, causing damage that can still be seen today.  

 

 

 

So Marie de Guise sent little Mary to France partly for safety and partly to be educated. She 

grew up to speak four languages and was taught geography, history, debating and poetry, the 

same education as a boy, which was very unusual. Her mother and her half-brother, the Earl 

These attacks became known as 

the Rough Wooing, and Mary’s 

French mother, Marie de Guise 

quickly started negotiations with 

the French royal family for Mary 

to be married to the Dauphin, 

François, himself still only a baby. 

 

 

Holyrood Abbey 
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of Moray became Regents, which meant that they ruled Scotland for her while she was 

gone. Mary and the Dauphin grew up together. Their childhood was happy – François had 

nine brothers and sisters and there were 37 other royal cousins for company - and when 

Mary was 15 years old, she and François were married. When François’ father died, they 

became King and Queen of France, but they didn’t reign for long. François died of an ear 

infection and Mary was heartbroken. She was in mourning for many weeks, and wrote a 

long poem in his memory. Here is a small part of it:  

 

By day, by night, I think of him 

In wood or mead, or where I be 

My heart keeps watch for one who’s gone 

And yet I feel he’s aye to me 
 

 

Mary returns to Scotland and the Palace of Holyroodhouse 

And so, in 1561, when she was 18 years old, the young Queen left France and returned to 

Scotland, to take up the reins of the government of her own country. She left the 

sophisticated French Court where she had every comfort, for the wild crags and rough 

weather of Scotland, and was brought from the Port of Leith to the Palace of 

Holyroodhouse on borrowed horses as her own hadn’t yet arrived. As she neared the city, 

she would have seen Arthur’s Seat towering over the Palace, just as it does today.   

 

 

The Palace with Arthurs Seat behind 

 

Mary had great charisma and the Scottish people grew to love her. She was tolerant of their 

different religions and demanded that poor people were fairly treated. She wore tartan 

when she visited the Highlands and enjoyed listening to the bagpipes. But then she decided 

to marry again and everything changed. 

Mary arrived in a dreich haar, grey misty 

weather, so her first sight of her new palace 

might have been forbidding and even grim. She 

was as yet a stranger to her people and she 

didn’t know their ways.  But Mary grew to love 

Scotland. She loved riding, hunting and hawking, 

all of which she could do in the most breath-

taking scenery, both in Edinburgh and at her 

other castles – Stirling, Linlithgow and Falkland. 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.visitdunkeld.com%2FTour%2520Holyrood%2520Palace%2520Scotland%2Fpages%2FTour%2520Holyrood%2520Palace%2520Scotland%2520022_jpg.htm&ei=6drAVLLGJaf17Aboq4HwCQ&bvm=bv.83829542,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNFytfyCdDaIdbqspzi6e-pkxuzTaQ&ust=1422010581208649
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.visitdunkeld.com%2FTour%2520Holyrood%2520Palace%2520Scotland%2Fpages%2FTour%2520Holyrood%2520Palace%2520Scotland%2520022_jpg.htm&ei=6drAVLLGJaf17Aboq4HwCQ&bvm=bv.83829542,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNFytfyCdDaIdbqspzi6e-pkxuzTaQ&ust=1422010581208649
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The Murder of David Rizzio 

Darnley determined to get rid of Rizzio. He persuaded some of the Scottish Barons that 

Mary was having a love affair with Rizzio and made a plan.  

  

 

Mary married her cousin, Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley. 

She married him for love, but Darnley was deeply 

unpopular and was a violent and ambitious man who 

simply wanted to be King. Although he had the title of 

King, he had no real power.  Mary was the monarch 

and she ruled, and he was jealous.  

 

Even though Mary was pregnant with his baby, Darnley 

was jealous of Mary’s secretary and advisor, an Italian 

called David Rizzio. Mary and Rizzio shared lots of 

interests in common, especially music and poetry.  

 

Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley with his brother Charles 

Stuart, Earl of Lennox.  RCIN 403432 

In 1566, pregnant with Darnley’s baby, Mary 

was having supper with Rizzio and some 

friends in the small Supper Room next to her 

bedroom. Darnley came up a secret stair from 

his own room below and hauled Mary into her 

bedroom. His bullyboys barred the Supper 

Room door so Mary’s friends couldn’t help. 

They dragged David Rizzio into the Outer 

Chamber. Darnley held Mary captive, his hand 

over her mouth so she couldn’t cry out, 

forcing her to listen to the horror of Rizzio’s 

screams.  

Portrait of a Man known as David Rizzio.   

RCIN 401172 
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Darnley’s men stabbed him 56 times and then threw him into a corner in a pool of blood. 

Their attempts to get his body down the narrow stair from the Outer Chamber failed, and 

in the end the murderers pushed him through a window to drop to the ground far below.  

 

Mary calmed Darnley down and hurried away from the Palace with him to Dunbar Castle, 

even though she was inconsolable. Darnley’s fate was sealed. From now on, Mary hated him, 

but she pretended to forgive him.   

 

Darnley and Bothwell 

After roaming from castle to castle, Mary returned to Edinburgh Castle where she gave 

birth to her son, who became James VI of Scotland and when he was grown up, James I of 

England too. His baptism at Stirling was celebrated with a huge firework party, the first 

fireworks ever seen in Scotland. The party lasted three days with feasting, dressing-up and a 

strange mechanical engine that served the banquet on the final day.  

 

But Darnley’s treachery wasn’t forgotten. About a year after David Rizzio’s murder, Darnley 

was staying at a house near the Palace called Kirk o’ Fields. In the night, it was blown up by 

gunpowder. Darnley escaped but was found strangled in the grounds. The murder of 

Darnley is one of the greatest mysteries of that time. Mary offered a reward to find the 

assassins, but public opinion turned against her. Although Mary had an alibi – she was at a 

wedding at the Palace that night – some people believed she was involved in the murder 

plot. Her half brother, Lord Moray was also suspected. Another Baron, James Hepburn, Earl 

of Bothwell was arrested and tried, but packed the Court with his followers and was set 

free.  

 

Almost immediately, Bothwell kidnapped Mary and rode away with her. Whether through 

fear for her own safety or because she had known of the plot to kill Darnley is a mystery, 

but three months after the explosion, she married Bothwell. But although few people 

mourned Darnley except his parents, Bothwell, a brute of a man, was hated even more. 

Mutters of rebellion filled the air around Mary. The couple were besieged at Borthwick 

Castle, but Mary escaped dressed as a man. Eventually, she gave herself up to the Barons 

and Bothwell was allowed to go free. Mary was imprisoned and forced to abdicate the 

throne in favour of her baby son. He was crowned James VI, and the Earl of Moray, Mary’s 
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half brother, became Regent once more. Mary escaped with some of her followers. There 

was a last battle at Langside against the Barons who had supported Darnley and who now 

supported the baby King. Mary was defeated. She fled in a fishing boat to England and to the 

mercy of her cousin Elizabeth I. 

 

 

 

 

Mary and Elizabeth - The End of Mary’s Story 

Elizabeth didn’t know what to do with Mary. On the one hand, she was a Queen and her 

own kin. But she was also a centre of intrigue for the Catholics who wanted her as Queen 

instead of Elizabeth and the return of Catholicism as the official religion in England. Scotland 

too was in turmoil over Mary and civil war broke out, Protestants against Catholics. 

Elizabeth refused to meet Mary and simply shunted her round the country from castle to 

castle, till, bitter and angry, Mary gave up hope and started to plot against Elizabeth and take 

the throne. She was tried and found guilty. At last Elizabeth had to make up her mind. Mary 

was executed at Fotheringhay Castle in February 1587. She was only 44 years old.  

 

The Memorial of Lord Darnley.  RCIN 401230 
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Mary, Queen of Scots at The Palace of Holyroodhouse 
 

Welcome to the Palace – then and now 

 

Engraving of the west front of the palace of  

James V. RCIN 702909 

 

The Palace today 

 

Mary Queen of Scots’ Bedroom 

To reach Mary’s rooms at the top of the tower, you climb a narrow, winding stone stair 

that leads straight into her bedroom. The twenty-five steps are worn from the passage of 

many feet. Nowadays you can hear the echo of footsteps and excited voices of visitors as 

they scale the stair, often a little breathless, though the sounds that Mary would have heard 

are long gone - the Scots language, the jingle of keys, the swish of long, heavy skirts or 

clanging swords scraping against the ancient walls as her servants and visitors climbed up 

towards her. 

 

 

 

The only part of the Palace that remains 

almost exactly as it was in the middle of 

the 16th century, is the North (or 

Historic) Tower, though we know that 

the Palace was large and grand. There 

was certainly a great gallery there and 

beautiful gardens surrounding it where 

Mary loved to walk.   

 
 

She could see the hills towering around 

her and would gallop out over them, 

hunting and hawking. When she 

returned, there would be music and 

dancing and often masques, when Mary 

and her friends acted out stories from 

ancient Greece and Rome, wearing 

masks and gorgeous costumes. 
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The walls of the bedroom are panelled in light-coloured wood. A two metre high frieze, or 

band of decoration, is painted in faded grey and white on the walls above the panels up to 

the wooden ceiling. If Mary looked up at the wooden ceiling she would have seen the big 

hexagonal and diamond shapes with letters inside. Her painted initials and those of her 

father and mother are still in the central diamonds, MS - Mary Stuart, MG -Marie de Guise, 

and IS, Jacobus (James) V. Around them are painted the initials of kings who reigned after 

her.  

 

On the walls are religious pictures and portraits of people from Mary’s time, and if you 

stand by the second window opposite the top of the stair, you can see the thickness of the 

walls of the tower – well over a metre. On the left as you enter is a four-poster bed with 

heavy curtained hangings embroidered with flowers and leaves in dark blue-green, cream 

and, standing out among them, an occasional bright red rose. The bed and hangings are very 

like the bed Mary would have slept in. The blue tiles in the big fireplace next to the bed 

were added about 100 years after Mary died. Her fireplace, with its big black fire basket, 

would have been made of stone.  

 

Mary’s bedroom is the first room you come 

to at the top of the stair. What you see now 

is much what Mary would have seen and 

where she would have been comfortable, 

though perhaps to us it seems dark and a 

little eerie. Even with visitors in it, the room 

is very still and voices are hushed. The room 

is square, with two small windows and with 

one curved wall that fits into the rounded 

wall of the tower.  
 

Just inside the door immediately to the right 

is the tiny, dark antechamber, Mary’s Supper 

Room. There’s barely room for a table, yet 

here she ate, talked and listened to music 

and poetry with only her closest friends. 
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Mary may have seen the tapestries that line the walls around the room, for they are five 

hundred years old. They tell a story in pictures, rather like comic books do today. These 

show the story of Phaeton, the son of Apollo, the Greek god of the sun, who drove his 

chariot round the earth to bring the day.  

 

The Outer Chamber 

Past the fireplace is the door into Mary’s Outer Chamber, a much larger room where she 

held meetings with people like the Protestant preacher John Knox. Its small windows are set 

deep into the walls, making it shadowy and a little mysterious, as if it holds secrets. The 

secrets today are the precious objects, gleaming and twinkling under tiny lights in glass cases 

around the room. The objects belonged to Mary and the kings and queens who followed 

her at the Palace of Holyroodhouse.  Overhead, the low wooden ceiling is painted like the 

one in Mary’s bedroom, with initials in the centre of each shape. At one end is a niche with 

a stained glass window showing Saint Margaret, patron saint of Scotland, where Mary knelt 

to say her prayers every day. 

 

Secrets 

 

In this ancient part of the Palace so full of memories of one of the most famous and tragic 

women in history, the last secrets are the stairs hidden in the heavy stone walls of the 

tower. A doorway behind the bed in Mary’s bedroom is always ajar, and allows a peep at 

the top of the secret stair up which Darnley and his men came creeping to burst in on Mary, 

Rizzio and her friends in her Supper Room. Like the stair up to her room, they are spiral 

and made of stone but are blocked up now. Nor can anyone walk up the old spiral stair to 

the Outer Chamber. The men that stabbed Rizzio tried to force his body down it but it was 

too narrow. There is now another wider way out of the Outer Chamber . You can catch a 

glimpse of the old spiral stair hidden in the thickness of the walls as you go down and out 

into the sunshine.  

But the secret that draws the eye is in one corner, by a 

window. A strange red mark stains the floor. This is said to be 

the blood of David Rizzio as he lay dying after Darnley’s 

henchmen had stabbed him. Some people say that the stain is 

real, others that it is ox blood, but everyone who sees it, stares 

down at it, full of questions. 
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Who was Mary, Queen of Scots? 

Who was Mary?  

We know what happened to Mary during her exciting but catastrophic life. We know what 

kind of rooms she lived in. Now we need to know what kind of person she was, every inch 

a Queen but always seemingly at the mercy of other people.  

 

Here are three portraits of Mary. The first shows her in white mourning for her beloved 

first husband, François II of France. In the second she is she is a little younger, wearing rose 

pink, the stiff bodice and high collar in fashion in France in the late 1550s. The third is a 

miniature, which you could hold in your hand, painted when Mary was 36. Look at them 

carefully. What do they tell us about Mary Queen of Scots? How is she dressed? What is 

her expression? Can you see what she is doing? Do you think the artist has flattered her?  

 

 

RCIN 403426     RCIN 401229              RCIN 420641 

 

In Mary’s Bedroom  

On the right of the doorway into Mary’s bedroom, just past the doorway into the Supper 

Room is a table. On it is a small glass box of objects said to have once belonged to Mary.  

Did she comb her thick red hair with the little comb and brush her clothes with the brush 

with the silver handle? Did the dainty scissors snip her embroidery thread?  
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Queen Mary's workbox.  RCIN 29012 

 

Stump work is a kind of padded embroidery that was popular in the 16th and 17th centuries 

and was difficult to make. Did Mary make the lovely little box covered in faded silk stump 

work – tiny padded animals, a deer, a wild boar perhaps, some strange flowers - the rest 

disappeared into the mists of time? Did she smile a little smile as she put the final stitches 

into each tiny animal, each little flower? What did she keep in the box? Did she wonder if it 

would still be in her room five hundred years later, treasured and gazed on with wonder at 

her workmanship and artistry? 

 

In the Outer Chamber 

  

A Catte. RCIN 28224 

In the Outer Chamber is more of Mary’s 

embroidery in a glass case. It is a panel that she 

made when she was a prisoner of Elizabeth I. Can 

you see the cat and the mouse in the picture she 

made? It’s believed that Mary intended them to be 

symbols of herself and her cousin Elizabeth, who 

played cat and mouse with her – promising to 

meet her but never keeping her promise, moving 

her round the countryside from place to place and 

keeping her guessing as to her fate. 
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There is a letter in the glass case that Mary wrote on parchment to Charles IX of France, 

brother of her first husband, François, and in a little box, her crucifix and rosary beads. A 

small red leather book lies close to them. Its title is Royal Ordnance of France, and it bears 

the thistle of Scotland and the dolphin that was the emblem of the Dauphin of France.  

 

What do all these things tell us about Mary? Although she loved to be active, do you think 

she was also fastidious? Even though she grew to hate Darnley, do you think there were 

people she loved all her life and was loyal to? In spite of the rumours that she was capable of 

having people killed, do you think her religion would allow her to do so? Do you think she 

was proud of being Queen?  

 

David Rizzio’s portrait shows him holding a violin. We don’t know who had the picture 

painted, but if it was for Mary, does the violin have a special meaning? Does it show their 

shared love of music? Mary loved to ride and hunt, so is it likely she loved to dance as well?  

 

  

 

So now you have a picture of Mary, Queen of Scots in your mind, it's time to think about 

using all your knowledge and understanding to write about her for yourself. 

Next to the embroidery is a silver pomander 

that would have kept nasty smells at bay.  There 

were no bathrooms or toilets in Mary’s time, 

and people and the Palace itself wouldn’t have 

smelt very good, so she would have sweet-

smelling herbs in the pomander to hold to her 

nose if the stench got too bad.  
 

Pomander. RCIN 28182 

 

There is a lock of hair coiled up in the glass case, but it’s 

white, not red, as we know Mary’s hair to have been. In those 

days people often kept a lock of hair from someone who had 

died. If this is Mary’s hair, and it’s believed that it is, then why 

do you think it’s white? She was only 44 when she died, so 

she wasn’t old. What about all the worry and anxiety of the 

years of captivity? Might that have had an effect on her? Or 

perhaps you think it isn’t her hair at all. 
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Follow-up activities 

The follow-up activities are designed to encourage pupils to engage with writing eagerly and 

with enthusiasm – the empty page can be a daunting prospect, so if you can’t get to the 

Palace for ideas, a picture is a great starter.  

 Perhaps begin with quick bursts of writing – short answers to the questions in the 

section Who Was Mary? for instance. Making lists involving the five senses is 

invaluable. 'Write down five things you can see in the picture. If you were in the 

picture, or if you were Mary, what would you hear, touch, smell, taste? What about 

the other sense of feeling – emotions?'  

 Encourage pupils to keep their notes and short pieces of writing, if possible in their 

own special notebook, and use them when writing a longer piece – work up to it 

gradually.  

 Encourage research - a good writer is an enquiring writer.  

 One tip – use the terms ‘supposing’, or ‘what if’, rather than ‘imagine’ – quite a 

difficult concept for some children and one that can lead others to strain after effect 

rather than write freely and with spontaneity.  

The Activities: 

The activities cover description, emotional reactions, dialogue, monologue, atmospheric, 

dramatic or even comic situations and reportage and some can be adapted to several of 

these genres. They can be written as solo pieces, in pairs or as a class activity. Use them in 

as many ways as you and your class can ’suppose’.  

 Look at the picture of Arthur’s Seat lowering over the Palace of Holyroodhouse. 

What do you suppose were Mary’s emotions on her first sight of her new home? 

What were the sounds she would have heard as she drew near? What would she 

have felt, physically? Write Mary’s diary for 19 August, 1561. 

 Mary’s bedroom in the tower of the Palace is quite dark. When she went up the 

winding stone stair to sleep in her bed with the heavy curtains, did she draw them 

round her or did she keep them open? What might she have heard in the night from 

close by, or from outside on the wild hillside? How would her room have been lit? 

Would it feel safer to have moonlight through the window, bringing a cold light and 
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deep shadows, or better for it just to be dark? Write a story of someone, perhaps 

Mary, perhaps someone else, perhaps you, in a bed like Mary’s. 

 Write a radio play about the death of David Rizzio during the supper party in Mary’s 

bedroom. Remember, you can only use sound – voices and sound effects. Once you 

have written the words your characters speak, think carefully about what sound 

effects you need and how you will make them. Would you add music to give 

atmosphere? 

 Read Mary’s poem of grief over the death of her first husband, François the young 

King of France. You can find the whole poem and others at www.marie-

stuart.co.uk/poetry. But it seems she didn’t write a poem on the death of Lord 

Darnley. What do you think she might have written about that? Could you write it 

for her? Use today’s language it as she would have done if she had been alive now 

and the murder had just happened.  

 The christening of baby James, Mary’s son who became James VI of Scotland and 

later, James I of England, was a very sumptuous and elaborate affair. Suppose you 

were helping to organise the great party afterwards. Write a menu of all the food 

and drink you would give them to eat and set it out royally. What kind of 

entertainment would you put on for them? Design the programme. And what about 

that strange robot that passed the food round the table? Make a design for a waiter-

robot of your own – what it’s made of and how it works - and give it a name. 

 The tapestries in Mary’s bedroom at the Palace tell the Greek myth of Phaeton who 

stole the horses of heaven. Do you know any other Greek myths? Choose your 

favourite, or find a new one. Make a flip book using drawings, brief sentences below 

them and speech bubbles in the pictures to tell the story.  

 Mary really wanted to meet her cousin Elizabeth I of England. Why do you think 

Elizabeth always put it off? Write a series of letters from Mary to Elizabeth asking for 

a meeting and then being disappointed. How would Mary’s language have changed as 

she became more and more frustrated? Then write what they might have said to 

each other if they had met. Would the meeting have been arranged or was it an 

accident? * Older students may like to read ‘Mary Stuart’, the German writer 

Schiller’s play about such a meeting. (Older students may like to read Mary Stuart, the German 

writer Schiller’s play about just such a meeting.) 

  

http://www.marie-stuart.co.uk/poetry
http://www.marie-stuart.co.uk/poetry
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 Read about some of the plots that Mary was supposed to have been involved with – 

there was the Throckmorton Plot for instance, or the Babbington Plot. Write a 

storyboard for a film about one of them. Details to help you can be found on 

www.marie-stuart.co.uk/England. You will have to decide whether Mary was guilty 

or not. See if you change your mind as your storyboard grows.  

 Research is very important when it comes to writing stories, especially about 

someone as famous as Mary Queen of Scots. What would you like to know more 

about? Here are some suggestions: 

David Rizzio 

John Knox 

Stump work, embroidery and tapestries 

Scottish weapons 

Falconry 

Mary’s favourite music and dances 

   Her Scottish castles and palaces 

   Her English prisons 

 

Work the results of your research into one of your pieces of writing, or write a 

different story, play, poem or piece of reporting on what you find.  
   

  

 

 
 

http://www.marie-stuart.co.uk/England

